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With all the new features and smart tool-sets, Filmora 11 makes it easy for everyone to add a creative touch to their stories. From first-timers to experienced editors, everyone can enjoy Filmora 11. Extended HD Video Support Enter HD! Filmora 11 supports HD videos with resolutions up to 1080p. You can capture full HD videos with HD screen on your device with the new H.264 encoder built into
Filmora 11. Beautiful Portrait Lighting Have you ever wanted to make that beautiful long-distance kiss look natural and intimate? With Filmora 11, you can now easily adjust your lighting with just a couple of taps. The Portrait Lighting is the best way to add that extra touch to your videos. The new Portrait Lighting in Filmora 11 gives you complete control over your lighting, either using the slider or
by tweaking your shot in-app. It’s extremely easy to learn and use. You can even use the Portrait Lighting to shoot beautiful, real-life portraits, in addition to standard studio shoots. For real-life portraits, you can create beautifully lighted subjects for a polished, professional feel. For more detailed looks, you can even experiment with different lighting effects and changing the white balance. HD Video
Recording Extend your smartphone’s capabilities with HD-capable video recording. The new 720p HD video recording mode for your smartphone allows you to capture video clips of up to 30 minutes. You can record real-time events in a full 1080p or 720p HD video, as well as footage in M or N format. Connect to the Internet for Live Streaming Stream live video to your social networks or create a
live video blog. You can use Filmora 11 to broadcast live video on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and other social networks. The mobile device encoder and live streaming tools make it easy to live stream your own creations or view live videos from social networks. Filmora is built-in with Skype too! You can record Skype calls and upload them to Filmora. Filmora on the Go Did you know that you can
record, edit and upload videos on the go? Just attach the Filmora HD recorder or the iPhone or iPad camera to a computer with Windows or Mac, and start recording. Then, connect the iPhone or iPad to the computer and simply 82157476af
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